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Reputation has a profound influence on
psychology and behavior, and can be
leveraged for social good.

In many important contexts, however,
we have strong evidence that reputation
is functioning, but do not deeply under-
stand how reputation is functioning,
from a game-theoretic perspective.

The game-theoretic reputation literature
highlights different ways that reputation
Reputation is a powerful driver of human behavior. Reputation systems incentiv-
ize 'actors' to take reputation-enhancing actions, and 'evaluators' to reward ac-
tors with positive reputations by preferentially cooperating with them. This article
proposes a reputation framework that centers the perspective of evaluators by
suggesting that reputation systems can create two fundamentally different in-
centives for evaluators to reward positive reputations. Evaluators may be pulled
towards 'good' actors to benefit directly from their reciprocal cooperation, or
pushed to cooperate with such actors by normative pressure. I discuss how psy-
chology and behavior might diverge under pull versus push mechanisms, and
use this framework to deepen our understanding of the empirical reputation liter-
ature and suggest ways that we may better leverage reputation for social good.
systems can function. However, these
insights have not been well connected
to the empirical reputation literature, de-
spite their potential to shed new light on
established reputational phenomena,
and guide the design of reputation-
based interventions.

This article seeks to bridge this gap by
proposing a reputation framework that
highlights two fundamentally different
ways that reputation can function, and
by outlining how these mechanisms
might give rise to divergent patterns of
psychology and behavior.
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How reputation shapes human behavior
Humans are deeply concerned with reputations (see Glossary) – both their own and those of
others. Reputation can motivate prosocial behaviors from charitable giving to environmentalism
to diversifying corporate boards [1–10], inspire condemnation and punishment of immoral behav-
ior [11–15], and shape our emotions, cognition, and judgments in ways that facilitate reputation-
enhancing actions [12,16,17]. Reputation can also inspire undesired behavior. Reputation can
drive people to punish, even when they are unsure that the recipient actually deserves punish-
ment [11,15], and can also fuel discrimination, aggression, cheating, or risky health behaviors,
when these actions are socially rewarded [18–23]. Yet while scholars continue to discover new
ways that reputation shapes behavior, and draw on reputation-based interventions to
encourage desired behavioral changes (e.g., [24–31]), our understanding of reputational phe-
nomena has been limited by a disconnect between the game-theoretic and empirical reputation
literatures. Consequently, in many important contexts, we have strong evidence that reputation
matters, but do not deeply understand how the underlying reputation system is functioning
from a game-theoretic perspective.

Here, I suggest that the key to understanding reputation systems is to explain what incentivizes
evaluators to reward positive reputations by preferentially cooperatingwith 'good' actors. Draw-
ing on formal models of reputation, I propose a framework that contrasts two fundamentally
different incentives: evaluators may be pulled towards cooperating with 'good' actors in order
to benefit directly from their reciprocal cooperation, or pushed to cooperate with such actors
by normative pressure. I discuss how psychology and behavior might diverge under the influence
of pull versus push mechanisms, and draw on these insights to begin bridging the gap between
our theoretical and practical understanding of reputation.

Two mechanisms for reputation
Reputation systems involve 'actors' (who take actions that influence their reputations) and 'eval-
uators' (who learn about and respond to the behavior of actors). Under stable reputation
systems, (i) actors face incentives to take reputation-enhancing actions, and (ii) evaluators face
incentives to reward actors with positive reputations by preferentially cooperating with them.
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Glossary
Cooperation: acting to confer a benefit
on one or more recipients. I
conceptualize 'cooperation' broadly to
include many ways in which one could
confer a benefit. For example, Elena
might cooperate with Andrew by helping
him to move or by investing in a
collaborative project with him. She also
might benefit Andrew by declining to
impose a cost on him or to enforce a
debt or obligation (e.g., as Andrew's
manager, Elena might cooperate with
Andrew by never asking him to clean the
office fridge). Importantly, although
cooperation can be costly to the
cooperator (e.g., Elenamight spend time
and effort helping Andrew to move), I
also use the term 'cooperation' to
encompass acts that benefit the
cooperator. For example, Elena might
find it payoff-maximizing to invest in a
project with Andrew if he also invests; I
refer to such situations as 'coordination
game contexts'.
Coordination game: an interaction
where a focal party finds it
payoff-maximizing to cooperate with
another party if that party will reciprocally
cooperate (and otherwise finds it
payoff-maximizing to defect). Thus, the
focal party is incentivized to coordinate
with (i.e., match the behavior of) the
other party.
Defection: declining to cooperate
(i.e., not conferring a benefit on one or
more recipients), when given the
opportunity to do so.
Observable: when a behavior can be
witnessed by others, and therefore can
influence the reputation of the actor.
Importantly, observability is not binary;
instead, situations vary with respect to
the probability of observation, the
number of likely observers, and the
importance of these observers to the
actor.
Reputation: the set of beliefs or
opinions held by others about an actor
(e.g., an individual or an organization).
Under pull mechanisms, especially
important are the beliefs of individual
evaluators about the likelihood that an
actor will cooperate with them. Under
push mechanisms, especially important
are public 'reputation states' that reflect
a community's consensus about how
positively they collectively regard the
actor.
Reputation system: a set of
interaction structures and behaviors
under which actors face stable
incentives to engage in behaviors that
Game-theoretic models of reputation seek to explain where these incentives come from, and thus
why actors and evaluators behave as they do.

If evaluators are more likely to cooperate with actors who have better reputations, actors are
straightforwardly incentivized to take reputation-enhancing actions. The key to understanding
reputation systems, then, is to explain the incentives of evaluators. What incentivizes evaluators
to cooperate with actors who have positive reputations, but not with actors who have negative
reputations? Concretely, imagine an interaction between coworkers Andrew (an actor) and
Elena (an evaluator). Before their interaction, Andrew can take a reputation-enhancing action
(e.g., assisting a colleague). If Andrew knows that having a good reputation will cause Elena to
cooperate with him, he will be incentivized to assist his colleague. But what incentivizes Elena
to cooperate with Andrew if – and only if – he has a good reputation?

I propose that there are two fundamentally different possible answers to this question, reflecting
two fundamentally different mechanisms through which reputation systems can incentivize the
rewarding of positive reputations. Under pull mechanisms, Elena's incentive to cooperate with
a positively regarded Andrew flows from her inference, drawn from his good reputation, that he
will likely cooperate with her. This inference can incentivize Elena to cooperate if she is in a coor-
dination game context, where she finds it payoff-maximizing to cooperate with Andrew if he co-
operates with her. For example, Andrew's good reputation might pull Elena to invest in a
collaborative project with him, if investing will pay off for Elena if Andrew works hard and also in-
vests. Conversely, if Andrew has a bad reputation, Elena might infer that investing will not pay off,
pulling her away from cooperating.

Under push mechanisms, Elena's incentive to cooperate with a positively regarded Andrew in-
stead flows from normative pressure to cooperate with positively regarded community members.
When such cooperation is normatively valued (i.e., 'injunctively' normative), if Andrew has a good
reputation, cooperating with Andrew can make Elena look good, and declining to cooperate can
damage her reputation. For example, Andrew's good reputation might push Elena to help him
pack for an overseasmove – not because shewill directly benefit from helping (packing is effortful,
even when the beneficiary is a good person, and Andrew cannot return the favor once he is over-
seas), but because helping good people reflects positively on Elena. Conversely, if Andrew has a
bad reputation, normative pressures will not push Elena to cooperate with him, and could even
push her to sanction him.

Importantly, the pull versus push distinction characterizes what drives evaluators such as Elena
from an 'ultimate' level of analysis (i.e., what underlying incentives give rise to their behavior). It
does not speak to the 'proximate' psychological motives that arise from these incentives. For ex-
ample, suppose that a push mechanism provides the ultimate incentive for Elena to cooperate
with a positively regarded Andrew (i.e., cooperating with Andrew is normatively valued, and will
make Elena look good). Although Elena's proximate motive for cooperating could be a conscious
desire to appear virtuous, Elena could also be driven by other motives (e.g., the desire to see her-
self as a good person or to avoid feeling guilty, or her sense that Andrew is a good person who
deserves support). Crucially, these proximate psychologies are all compatible with a push mech-
anism ultimately incentivizing Elena's cooperation.

The theories underlying what I term 'pull' and 'push' mechanisms have long been understood by
reputation scholars (e.g., [32–36]), and have sometimes been explicitly contrasted
(e.g., [1,37–39]). To date, scholars have used terms such as 'signaling', 'competitive altruism',
and 'reputation-based partner choice' to describe what I categorize as pull mechanisms, and
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boost their reputations, and evaluators
face stable incentives to reward actors
with good reputations by preferentially
cooperating with them.
Rounds: iterations, within a game-the-
oretic model, of a particular type of
interaction (i.e., an interaction with a
particular structure and set of payoffs for
involved parties).
Signals: actions that convey
information about some underlying
property of an actor. Under pull
mechanisms, actors send signals about
their likelihood of engaging in
cooperative behavior.
Social norms: rules or standards for
acceptable behavior, as defined and
enforced by a community. Under push
mechanisms, social norms codify the
reputation consequences of different
actions.
Stages: phases in a game-theoretic
model that involve different types of
interactions (i.e., interactions with
different structures, and payoffs for
involved parties).
'indirect reciprocity' to describe what I categorize as pushmechanisms. As outlined below, formal
modeling has shown how each type of reputation, through distinct game-theoretic processes,
can support stable equilibria in which actors take reputation-enhancing actions and evaluators
preferentially cooperate with 'good' actors. In my view, the differences between these two
forms of reputation are most clearly understood by contrasting the incentives they create for eval-
uators to reward positive reputations. Thus, I advance the pull versus push framework to center
this distinction and highlight its implications for psychology and behavior. The history of ideas un-
derlying this framework is discussed further in Box 1.

Models of pull mechanisms involve a game with two stages (Figure 1A). In stage 1, actors can
signal to evaluators that they will cooperate with them in stage 2. In stage 2, evaluators and actors
simultaneously decide whether to cooperate with each other. In coordination-game contexts,
evaluators can be pulled towards cooperating with actors who have earned 'good' reputations
by credibly signaling their cooperativeness in stage 1. Pull mechanisms vary in how actors signal
their cooperativeness, and I propose a distinction between signals of 'type' versus 'strategy'.
Under type signaling, some 'types' of actors find cooperation payoff-maximizing within stage 2,
whereas others find defection payoff-maximizing, and actors can signal their type in stage 1.
Under strategy signaling, all actors find defection payoff-maximizing within stage 2, but actors
can commit to cooperating anyway, and signal their commitment strategy in stage 1. (If all actors
find cooperation payoff-maximizing within stage 2, signaling is not needed.) Models of pull mech-
anisms are discussed further in Box 2.

Models of push mechanisms involve a game that repeats for multiple rounds (Figure 1B). In each
round, one player (behaving as an evaluator) decides whether to cooperate with another player
(behaving as an actor), based on the actor's reputation state (accrued from their behavior in
Box 1. A history of reputation scholarship underlying the pull versus push framework

What I term 'pull' mechanisms have historically been described using terms such as 'signaling', 'competitive altruism', and
'reputation-based partner choice'. Signaling was first formally modeled in 1973 by Spence, who showed that education
can serve as an honest indicator of applicant quality in job markets [102]. In 1975, Zahavi tied signaling to the biological
sciences [103], prompting scholarship on signaling and cooperation (e.g., [35,36,104]). Much of this work focuses on
showing that, when partner choice is possible, individuals who signal cooperativeness can benefit from being selected
as partners (over competitors in 'biological markets' [105]) – a process termed 'competitive altruism' [1,2,35] and
'reputation-based partner choice' [37–39]. Broadly, scholarship in this area highlights that reputation-enhancing actions can
signal positive information about actors, pulling evaluators toward them.

What I term 'push' mechanisms have been described as 'indirect reciprocity', a term introduced by Alexander in 1987 [33].
The basic idea is that, when an actor cooperates, instead of receiving 'direct' reciprocity from the recipient, he might
receive 'indirect' reciprocity from a third-party evaluator. This proposal, first formalized by Boyd and Richardson in 1989
[34], has been modeled in many ways (e.g., [106–108]). These models show that, when an evaluator considers providing
indirect reciprocity (i.e., cooperating with an actor who cooperated with somebody else), she must assess not only the
prior behavior of the actor (did he cooperate?) but also its normative value (was cooperating appropriate?); the answer bears
on her normative obligations towards the actor [107,109]. Broadly, scholarship in this area highlights that reputation-enhancing
actions can make actors normatively deserving of support, pushing evaluators to reward them.

Although these reputation mechanisms are each well established, less emphasis has been placed on analyzing their dif-
ferences [38]. However, scholars have contrasted them (e.g., [1,37–39]), most extensively in a recent article about
the theoretical distinctions between reputation-based partner choice and indirect reciprocity [38] (a comparison that maps
closely onto the pull versus push distinction, although I argue that both pull and pushmechanisms can operate with andwith-
out partner choice). Still, our theoretical understanding of the different ways that reputation can function has not been well
connected to empirical reputation scholarship in psychology, cognitive science, and behavioral science. The pull versus push
framework aims to bridge this gap by spotlighting a fundamental difference between the above-described categories of rep-
utation – the incentives they create for evaluators to reward positive reputations – and highlighting the relevance of this
distinction for psychology and behavior.
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Figure 1. Two mechanisms for reputation. (A) Pull mechanisms involve a two-stage game with two roles: player A is the
evaluator, and player B is the actor. In stage 1, player A observes while player B sends signals about how he will behave in
stage 2. In stage 2, players A and B decide whether to cooperate with each other. Player A finds cooperation payoff-
maximizing if, and only if, player B cooperates. This 'coordination game' structure can pull player A to cooperate if player
B has credibly signaled in stage 1 that he will cooperate in stage 2. When partner choice is possible, player A can choose
which player B to interact with in stage 2 – and can base this decision, in addition to her subsequent cooperation
decision, on the signals that player Bs send in stage 1. (B) Push mechanisms involve a game that repeats for multiple
rounds. Players have public reputation states (e.g., good or bad), and social norms describe how reputations are determined
(e.g., to remain good, cooperate with good co-players but not with bad co-players). The game has only one role, so in a given
round players may behave as an evaluator or an actor. In each round, a player behaving as an evaluator decides whether to
cooperate with a player behaving as an actor, based on the actor's reputation. The evaluator's reputation then updates ac-
cording to the norm. Even if players never find cooperating payoff-maximizing within a round, norms can push evaluators to
cooperate with 'good' actors in order to receive cooperation from others evaluating them in future rounds. Thus, if player 2
has a good reputation, player 1 might cooperate with him in round 1 so that in round 2, she will have a good reputation
and player 3 will cooperate with her. When partner choice is possible, evaluators can choose which actors to interact with
– and can base such decisions, in addition to their cooperation decisions, on the reputations of actors.
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previous rounds). Evaluators can be pushed to cooperate with actors who have positive reputa-
tions when such cooperation is normatively valued (and will thus benefit their own reputations,
making them more likely to receive cooperation from others evaluating them in future rounds).
In particular, social norms must stipulate that (i) there are reputation benefits for cooperating
with co-players with positive reputations, and (ii) the reputation consequences of cooperating
are less positive when the reputation of one's co-player is less positive. If reputation states are bi-
nary (good or bad), cooperating with 'good' co-players must be required for a good reputation,
whereas cooperating with 'bad' co-players must not be required (and may even induce a bad
reputation). Norms can also place value on other actions beyond cooperation with 'good' co-
players (e.g., public goods contributions). Models of push mechanisms are discussed further in
Box 3.

Contrasting the game-theoretic processes underlying pull versus push mechanisms highlights
that the mechanisms rely on distinct incentive and interaction structures, with implications for
the contexts in which we should expect to observe each form of reputation. For example, we
should anticipate pull mechanisms in situations with coordination-game structures, and push
mechanisms in situations with well-defined social norms.
4 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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Box 2. Models of pull mechanisms

Somemodels of pull mechanisms (e.g., [7,32,49,101,110]) involve type signaling. In these models, actors (i.e., player Bs in
Figure 1) vary in their incentives: some 'types' find cooperation payoff-maximizing within stage 2, whereas others find de-
fection payoff-maximizing. In stage 2, actors act tomaximize their payoffs; thus, an individual's type determines whether he
cooperates. And in stage 1, actors signal their type to evaluators (i.e., player As).

How do differences in type arise? Type-signalingmodels assume that processes outside pull-based reputation (e.g., direct
reciprocity, institutional reward or punishment, or push-based reputation) incentivize some actors to cooperate. Within this
framework, actors might vary in their skills or resources (and thus their costs of cooperating) and/or exposure to these
incentivizing processes (and thus the benefits they receive from cooperating) such that some (but not all) find cooperation
net-positive and are cooperative types.

To signal their type, cooperative actors can send 'costly signals': actions that are less costly (and/or more beneficial) for
cooperative types [32,36,103]. For signals to stay honest, uncooperative types must find signaling too net-costly to be
worthwhile – even when considering the benefit of (falsely) appearing cooperative to evaluators.

Most straightforwardly, cooperating today can signal future cooperation [111]. If Andrew assists his colleague, Elena may
infer that Andrew finds producing good work easy (e.g., because he is skilled) and/or beneficial (e.g., because he antici-
pates staying at their workplace long enough to reap the rewards of building relationships), and therefore will cooperate
(e.g., by investigating in a collaboration) with her.

The literature also highlights specific actions that may serve as costly signals [7,49,50,101,105,110,112–119] – either of
lower cooperation costs (e.g., hunters may signal skills by targeting high-risk high-reward prey [112]; wealthy people
may signal resources via conspicuous philanthropy [113]) or greater benefits from cooperating (e.g., helping a close rela-
tionship partner may signal that you benefit from their success [110]). Signals may also convey an intention to cooperate in
the future [110,120], reflecting the perception that cooperation is net-beneficial (e.g., costly courtship rituals, such as en-
gagement rings, are not worthwhile for suitors who will soon end a relationship, and costly apologies are not worthwhile for
transgressors who will soon transgress again; such actions thus signal cooperative intent [116–118]).

Other models of pull mechanisms (e.g., [87,121,122]) involve strategy signaling. Here, all actors face the same incentives,
and find defection payoff-maximizing within stage 2. However, in stage 1, actors can adopt a strategy that pre-commits
them to cooperating anyway. In stage 2, actors follow their predetermined strategy; thus, the strategy adopted by an in-
dividual determines whether he cooperates. And in stage 1, actors signal their strategy to evaluators. For strategies to be
credible signals, they must be difficult to fake and reliably cause cooperation.

One way that actorsmay signal a commitment to cooperating is through cooperation-inducing emotions, values, or habits.
In his theory of 'strategic emotions', Frank proposes that by signaling emotions (e.g., love) and values (e.g., integrity) that
compel cooperation, even when defecting would be payoff-maximizing, people can elicit trust from others [16,121]. For
example, if Andrew is passionate about work, guilt-prone [123], or habitually works long hours, Elena might trust him to
invest in a collaboration with her – even if he would, materially, be better off slacking.

Another strategy signal may be to decline to consider the costs of cooperation. Imagine that you typically find cooperation
payoff-maximizing, but cooperating is sometimes sufficiently costly that it is not net-beneficial. A model by Hoffman et al.
[87] reveals that, in this scenario, declining to evaluate the cooperation cost in each instance can signal that you will coop-
erate reliably, because you will not know when defecting would serve you better. Consequently, cooperating 'without
looking' can signal trustworthiness [87,124].
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Importantly, pull and push mechanisms can both operate in contexts where 'partner choice' is,
or is not, possible (i.e., where evaluators can, or cannot, choose which actors to interact with).
When partner choice is possible, evaluators can use the reputations of actors to decide not
merely whether to cooperate with them in a given interaction, but also whether to interact
with them in the first place. Thus, under pull mechanisms, if an actor signals his cooperative-
ness in stage 1, an evaluator might choose to interact (and then cooperate) with him in stage
2. This evaluator would be pulled towards a 'good' interaction partner to benefit from his coop-
eration. Under push mechanisms, an evaluator might interact (and cooperate) with a 'good'
actor in round 1, to be interacted (and cooperated) with by a different evaluator in round 2.
Here, evaluators are pushed towards 'good' partners by norms governing whom one should
partner with (e.g., norms to interact and cooperate with 'good' individuals, but ostracize
'bad' individuals).
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx 5
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Box 3. Models of push mechanisms

Models of push mechanisms, historically termed 'indirect reciprocity', take various forms (e.g., [34,106–108,125]). The
simplest model is image scoring, where the reputation of a player reflects the number of times he has cooperated [106].
Players can condition cooperation on the image scores of co-players, allowing 'prosocial discriminators' who cooperate
only with co-players with high scores. If prosocial discriminators are prevalent, players face incentives to cooperate in order
to earn high scores and receive cooperation.

Yet this model cannot explain why prosocial discriminators should discriminate. Because the image score of a player
tracks their cooperation with any co-player, players who indiscriminately cooperate will have better reputations than
prosocial discriminators. And without prosocial discriminators, there is no incentive to have a high image score. Thus, im-
age scoring cannot support stable cooperation [107,125,126] because it cannot answer the key question this article cen-
ters: what incentivizes evaluators to cooperate preferentially with actors who have positive reputations?

A satisfying answer comes from 'standing' models [34,107–109]. In these models, reputation states are binary, and to
maintain 'good standing' (i.e., a good reputation), players are only required to cooperate with others in good standing.
Thus, the social norm requires cooperating with 'good' co-players, but allows 'justified defection' against 'bad' co-players.
(Such defection may even be required, such that players who cooperate with bad co-players become bad themselves
[108].) Under standing, prosocial discriminators outperform non-discriminators, who incur the cost of cooperating with
bad co-players at no reputation benefit (or a reputation cost). Thus, standing creates stable incentives for evaluators to re-
ward positive reputations, and supports stable cooperation [107,108,126–128]. Recently, scholars have begun investigat-
ing how the logic of standing may extend when reputation states are not binary (i.e., there are more than two levels of
reputation standing) [129,130].

Importantly, norms can also prescribe actions beyond cooperation with 'good' co-players (e.g., public goods contribu-
tions, participation in rituals, derogation of out-group members) [131]. Push mechanisms can thus incentivize any action
that is normatively valued – including actions that are not socially beneficial – provided that the costs of adhering to the
norm are outweighed by the reputational benefits [73]. Norms can also vary in the consequences they create for good
and bad reputations. For example, in addition to requiring cooperation with 'good' co-players, norms may require punish-
ment of 'bad' co-players [73,132,133]. There are thus infinite potentially stable norms. Norms that benefit groups, or that
benefit individuals with coordinating power over groups, may be favored by equilibrium-selection processes [134,135].

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
OPEN ACCESS
Bridging the gap from theory to practice
The empirical reputation literature highlights a growing list of actions that are reputationally
rewarded by evaluators, including behaving prosocially [1,7,39–41], punishing wrongdoers
[14,15,42–49], making emotional or uncalculating cooperative decisions [50–53], making deon-
tological (vs. utilitarian) moral decisions [54], taking stances on controversial issues [55,56], and
displaying decision-making 'biases' such as escalating commitment [57,58]. Moreover, we
know that actors preferentially enact many of these reputationally beneficial actions when others
are watching [3,5,7,8,11,13,15,24,50] and can reward them [1,2,5,7].

When considering this work through the pull versus push framework, it becomes clear that the in-
terpretation of these findingsmay dependmeaningfully on the underlying reputationmechanism(s).
For example, companies frequently broadcast prosocially minded initiatives (e.g., charitable dona-
tions, corporate social responsibility), and consumers and workers reward such initiatives by
preferentially patronizing, and choosing to work for, prosocial companies [59–64]. In any particular
instance, these phenomena could reflect that consumers and workers are pulled towards
prosocial companies because they anticipate better treatment from them (e.g., more reliable prod-
ucts, customer service, or warranties as consumers, or equitable and generous working conditions
as employees) [65,66]. Alternatively, consumers and workers might be pushed towards prosocial
companies by normative pressure (reflecting that patronizing and working for such companies
looks good in the eyes of others) [64]. Or, both mechanisms could be at play. Of course, the pull
versus push distinction also shapes the interpretation of actors' behavior –when companies adver-
tise prosocial initiatives, are they signaling cooperativeness or adhering to norms?

In many reputational contexts, however, we know little about how reputation operates at an ulti-
mate level, reflecting that our game-theoretic understanding of how reputation can function has
6 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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not been well connected to the empirical reputation literature. In the sections that follow, I draw on
the pull versus push framework to begin to bridge this gap. I outline ways that psychology and
behavior might diverge under pull versus push mechanisms, and discuss how these predictions
may illuminate how reputation is functioning in contexts of interest, highlight directions for future
inquiry, and deepen our understanding of established empirical findings. I then leverage these in-
sights to offer suggestions for the design of reputation-based interventions.

Divergent predictions of pull versus push mechanisms
Are evaluators concerned with their own reputations?
When evaluators assess and reward the reputations of others, are they driven – consciously or
unconsciously – by concerns with their own reputations? Under pull mechanisms, evaluators
directly benefit from cooperating with 'good' actors, so we might expect the answer to be
no. Under push mechanisms, however, evaluators benefit from rewarding 'good' actors by
themselves looking good, so reputation concerns might mediate this rewarding.

As such, in contexts of interest, the efforts of evaluators to manage their own reputations might
speak to the influence of push mechanisms. For example, if consumers become more sensitive
to the charitable records of companies when making purchases that are public, we might con-
clude that normative pressures push consumers to support charitable companies. (If consumers
are similarly sensitive to charitable records in private versus public, however, the inference might
be more ambiguous. Consumers could primarily be pulled towards charitable companies, or they
could be pushed by norms but nonetheless remain strongly inclined to reward charitable compa-
nies even in private – for example, because they have internalized the norm for such rewarding
and/or heuristically assume that reputation is typically at stake [12].)

Thus, the pull versus push framework highlights an interesting future direction: investigating
when and how concerns with our own reputations shape our responsivity to the reputations
of others.

Do evaluators prioritize first-order beliefs or higher-order beliefs about reputation?
Are evaluators more concerned with the reputations of actors in their own eyes, or in the eyes of
others? For example, imagine that a company is publicly regarded as being very charitable, but a
consumer has private information that its charitable efforts are greatly exaggerated. When decid-
ing whether to patronize the company, will she prioritize her first-order beliefs about the company
or her higher-order beliefs about how others view the company?

Under pull mechanisms (which incentivize cooperation with actors that one personally trusts), we
might expect evaluators to prioritize first-order beliefs. By contrast, under push mechanisms
(which incentivize cooperation with actors that one's community approves of [67]), evaluators
might be concerned with higher-order beliefs and whether reputation information is 'common
knowledge' (i.e., is publicly in the open). Thus, in contexts of interest, the sensitivity of evaluators
to their private impressions versus the public reputations of actors might illuminate the role of pull
versus push mechanisms.

Through this insight, the pull versus push framework may help to explain several interesting rep-
utational phenomena involving sensitivity to higher-order beliefs and common knowledge [68].
For example, actors anticipate feeling less embarrassment and shame when they imagine com-
mitting transgressions that are witnessed by others, but do not become common knowledge
[17]. Moreover, actors sometimes use indirect speech when initiating transgressions
(e.g., 'Officer, is there someway we can take care of the ticket?' to propose a bribe [69]) to create
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx 7
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'plausible deniability' and avoid making their violation common knowledge [70]. Push mecha-
nisms may help to explain these phenomenona: even if an evaluator knows that an actor has
transgressed, if the transgression is not common knowledge (and thus does not damage the
public reputation of the actor), normative pressures may push the evaluator to continue behaving
as if the actor is 'good'.

By a similar logic, push mechanisms may help to explain why unpopular norms can persist. Evi-
dence about 'pluralistic ignorance' highlights norms that people privately dislike, but mistakenly
believe that others approve of (e.g., norms for heavy drinking on American college campuses
[23] or against women working in Saudi Arabia [71]). Push mechanismsmay contribute to the en-
forcement [72], and thus the stability, of such norms: even if an evaluator personally dislikes a
norm, normative pressures may push her to reward norm-following actors, given their positive
public reputations.

What does it mean to be 'good' or 'moral'?
How should evaluators assess whether an actor is 'good' or 'moral'? Under pull mechanisms
(under which evaluators cooperate with 'moral' actors to directly benefit from their good treat-
ment), we might expect evaluators to attend specifically to signals of an actor's proclivity to
cooperate with them. By contrast, under push mechanisms (under which evaluators cooper-
ate with 'moral' actors to meet normative obligations), evaluators might take a broader view-
point, seeing actors as 'moral' whenever they are viewed, by society, as deserving positive
treatment. Thus, in contexts of interest, the breadth of evaluators' moral conceptions – and
actors' efforts to build their moral reputations – may speak to the influence of pull and push
mechanisms.

Through this insight, the pull versus push framework may help to illuminate many interesting ways
that our morality can extend broadly. For example, some consumers avoid patronizing Amazon
because they see the company as immoral on account of its treatment of workers – even while
Amazon arguably treats its customers uniquely well (e.g., by providing low prices, fast shipping,
and flexible returns). Push mechanisms provide an ultimate explanation for such phenomena,
insofar as boycotting Amazon is normatively rewarded in some communities.

Moreover, push mechanisms may help to explain even broader moral conceptions. Although our
normative obligations to an actor can depend on his moral conduct (towards us or others), they
can also depend on other factors [73] (e.g., does he perform cultural rituals? Is he a victim of
wrongdoing?). As such, push mechanisms can help to explain why our conceptions of 'morality'
are sometimes sensitive to factors that shape our normative obligations towards others, but do
not correlate with their moral conduct.

For example, people sometimes see victims of wrongdoing as more morally virtuous than
non-victims – despite not actually believing that victims behave especially morally [74]. This
'virtuous victim effect' raises a puzzle: why should somebody seem more moral merely be-
cause they were mistreated by somebody else? Evidence supports the explanation that
normative pressures push us to support victims, making it beneficial to see them as moral
(and therefore deserving of support), even if they are not particularly inclined towards moral
behavior [74].

What factors can discredit the reputation value of an action?
When evaluators assess the behavior of an actor, what factors can strip a potentially reputation-
enhancing act of its reputation value? Under pull mechanisms (which incentivize evaluators to
8 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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assess whether actors will actually treat them well), evaluators may be concerned with 'false' sig-
naling (i.e., the possibility that an act inaccurately implies that the actor is cooperative). By contrast,
under push mechanisms (which incentivize evaluators to assess the normative value of an actor's
behavior), evaluators may be concerned with whether an act is directed at an inappropriate recip-
ient – given that that the same prosocial act might be normatively valued when directed at a
cooperator, in-group member, or high-status individual, but frowned upon when directed at a
transgressor, out-group member, or low-status individual [75,76]. Thus, in contexts of interest,
the ways in which evaluators discount the seemingly prosocial behavior of actors, and actors pro-
tect against such discounting, may illuminate the role of pull and push mechanisms.

In this way, the pull versus push framework can help us to understand several interesting dynam-
ics surrounding this discounting. For example, evaluators sometimes discount prosocial acts that
were reputationally motivated [2,77,78, 79–82] and may therefore seem 'tainted' [83]. In one
study, subjects were less likely to trust someone who behaved generously in a 'dictator game'
in a subsequent 'trust game' if the dictator knew that the trust game was coming [79]. Moreover,
terms such as 'virtue signaling' [84], 'moral grandstanding' [85], and 'slacktivism' are increasingly
used to accuse do-gooders of being merely reputationally motivated [86]. Pull mechanisms can
help to explain these observations, insofar as reputationally motivated prosociality provides a
weaker signal of cooperativeness.

This insight also highlights one reason that actors may make cooperative decisions that are quick
and uncalculating [50,87], and thus not strongly sensitive to reputational considerations [12]. Uncal-
culating decision-makers risk cooperating when nobody is watching, and thus incurring the costs of
cooperation with no reputational upside. However, because uncalculating cooperation appears to
be less conditional on expected reputational gains, it is an especially strong signal – so uncalculating
actors can earn larger reputational benefits for cooperating if they are observed [50–53].

Moreover, pull mechanisms, and the concerns with false signaling they engender, can help to ex-
plain why we dislike hypocrites. Why can moral acts that normally enhance the reputations of ac-
tors (e.g., condemning wrongdoers, encouraging prosocial behavior) seem hypocritical, and
actually harm an actor's reputation, when paired with an inconsistent moral track record
[48,88–95]? A key reason may be that, when paired with transgressive behavior, moral engage-
ment can constitute false signaling (by implying that the actor does not, in fact, transgress)
[48,88,96]. Supporting this hypothesis, evaluators forgive hypocrites who avoid false signaling
by openly confessing their transgressions (e.g., 'I think it is wrong to download music illegally,
but I sometimes do it anyway') [48].

Push mechanisms, by contrast, may help to explain why the reputation value of prosocial behavior
can diminish or reverse when directed at 'bad' recipients. For example, although corporate dona-
tions are normally seen positively, some liberal consumers boycotted Chik-fil-A following their
donations to Christian charities that opposed same-sex marriage. Similarly, experimental subjects
are less likely to cooperate with individuals who have cooperated with defectors than with cooper-
ators [97]. And research on 'second-order punishment' shows that cooperating with
transgressors can harm one's reputation: people who cooperate with wrongdoers – or simply
fail to punish them – may themselves be punished [98,99]. Pull mechanisms can help to explain
these phenomena, insofar as the normative value of prosocial acts depends on their recipients.

Implications for reputation-based interventions
Mounting evidence highlights the potential for interventions to leverage reputation to encourage
desired behaviors (e.g., [24–31]). Howmight the pull versus push framework inform such efforts?
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Table 1. Key table. Distinctions between pull and push mechanismsa

Pull mechanisms Push mechanisms

Game-theoretic
processes

What incentivizes
evaluators to reward
'good' actors?

Evaluators cooperate with 'good' actors (i.e., actors
with positive reputations) to directly benefit from their
reciprocal cooperation.

Evaluators cooperate with 'good' actors because
such cooperation is normatively valued. When an
evaluator cooperates with a 'good' actor, it
reflects positively on the reputation of the
evaluator, making it more likely that she will
receive cooperation from others evaluating her in
the future.

What defines a 'good'
reputation?

To earn a 'good' reputation, an actor must credibly
signal to an evaluator that he will cooperate with her
in the future.

Thus, a good reputation requires (only) actions that
convey positive information about the proclivity of an
actor to cooperate with a relevant evaluator.

To earn a 'good' reputation, individuals (who can
behave, in a given interaction, as an actor or
evaluator) must take actions that are normatively
valued by their community.

For push mechanisms to stabilize cooperation,
cooperating with 'good' actors must be normatively
valued – and valued more than cooperating with
'bad' actors.

Norms can also place value on other actions, which
may be prosocial (e.g., public goods contributions),
neutral (e.g., participation in arbitrary rituals), or even
value-destructive (e.g., aggression or
discrimination).

How must interactions
be structured for the
reputation system to
function?

A 'coordination game' structure is needed.
Evaluators must find it payoff-maximizing to
cooperate with an actor, if (and only if) that actor will
also cooperate.

This reflects that evaluators benefit directly from
cooperating with 'good' actors (who they expect to
cooperate with them), within their dyadic
interactions.

Thus, for evaluators to face incentives to cooperate
with 'good' actors, it is not necessary that (i) they are
currently being observed, or (ii) others will evaluate
them in the future.

No 'coordination game' structure is needed. It is not
necessary that evaluators ever find it
payoff-maximizing to cooperate with actors, within
their dyadic interactions.

This reflects that evaluators benefit from cooperating
with 'good' actors in subsequent interactions (in
which others are evaluating them).

Thus, for evaluators to face incentives to cooperate
with 'good' actors, it must be sufficiently likely that (i)
they are currently being observed, and (ii) others will
evaluate them in the future.

Predictions for
psychology and
behavior

Are evaluators
concerned with their
own reputations?

When evaluating and responding to the reputations
of others (and deciding whether to cooperate with
'good' actors), evaluators do not need to be
concerned with their own reputations.

When evaluating and responding to the reputations
of others (and deciding whether to cooperate with
'good' actors), evaluators may be concerned –

consciously or unconsciously – with maintaining their
own reputations.

Do evaluators prioritize
first-order beliefs or
higher-order beliefs?

Evaluators may be primarily concerned with their
own personal perceptions of the reputations of
actors (i.e., first-order beliefs about reputation
information).

Evaluators may be concerned with others'
perceptions of the reputations of actors
(i.e., higher-order beliefs about reputation
information), and whether reputation information is
common knowledge.

How do evaluators
conceptualize 'good' or
'moral'?

Evaluators may attend specifically to signals of
whether an actor will behave cooperatively towards
them.

Evaluators may take a broader viewpoint, and see
actors as 'good' or 'moral' whenever they are
viewed, by society, as deserving positive treatment.

Evaluators' moral conceptions may therefore
depend on a wide range of factors (e.g., whether an
actor keeps kosher, or is a victim).

What discredits the
reputation value of an
action?

Evaluators may discount seemingly prosocial acts
if they perceive evidence of false signaling, which
might give rise to (i) discounting of reputationally
motivated prosociality, (ii) accusations of 'virtue
signaling', 'moral grandstanding', or 'slacktivism',
and (iii) negative evaluations or punishment of
perceived hypocrisy.

Evaluators may discount seemingly prosocial acts if
they are directed at the 'wrong' (i.e., normatively
inappropriate) recipients, which might give rise to
negative evaluations or second-order punishment of
prosocial behavior towards transgressors, out--
group members, or low-status individuals.
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Table 1. (continued)

Pull mechanisms Push mechanisms

Considerations
for
reputation-based
interventions

When is reputation
relevant?

To assess whether a reputation-based intervention
could promote a desired behavior, we should ask:
could the desired behavior be a credible signal of
cooperativeness?

To assess whether a reputation-based intervention
could promote a desired behavior, we should ask:
could the desired behavior be normatively valued?

Which behaviors should
be made more
observable?

It might be sufficient to make the desired actor behavior
more observable. It might not be a priority to make the
behavior of evaluators more observable, given that
evaluators benefit directly from cooperating with actors
who engage in the desired behavior.

It might not be sufficient to make the desired actor
behavior more observable. We might also wish to make
the behavior of evaluators more observable, given that
evaluators benefit reputationally from cooperating with
actors who engage in the desired behavior.

Other considerations? When encouraging a desired actor behavior, we
might try to help actors to avoid being seen as false
signalers.

To encourage evaluators to reward 'good' actors,
we might try to help the community reach consensus
(i.e., common knowledge) about which actors are
'good'.

aThis table (i) contrasts the game-theoretic processes underlying pull versus pushmechanisms, and conditions under which eachmechanism can operate; (ii) highlights the
potentially divergent psychological and behavioral predictions of pull versus push mechanisms; and (iii) suggests considerations for reputation-based interventions in con-
texts where pull versus push mechanisms are operative.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
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To begin, the framework suggests two questions to ask when assessing the potential for reputa-
tion to promote a desired behavior, and thus the relevance of reputation as an intervention strat-
egy. First, regarding pull mechanisms: does the desired behavior signal cooperativeness to a
relevant evaluator audience? For example, if we wish to encourage companies to make charitable
donations, do consumers or workers anticipate better treatment from charitable companies?
Second, regarding push mechanisms: is the desired behavior normatively valued? For example,
do people see charitable companies as being normatively deserving of support? If at least one
answer is 'yes', a reputation-based intervention might be effective.

Furthermore, the pull versus push framework suggests ways we might tailor reputation-based in-
terventions to the operative reputation mechanism(s) in our context. For example, reputation-
based interventions often make desired behaviors more observable to increase their reputa-
tional benefits [24,27–31]. But which actions should we shine the spotlight on? Under both pull
and push mechanisms, it may prove fruitful to make the desired actor behavior (e.g., corporate
donations) more observable. Might it also prove fruitful, however, to make the behavior of evalu-
ators rewarding that behavior (e.g., consumers or workers) more observable? Amplifying the ob-
servability of evaluators' behavior may have limited value if pull mechanisms are predominant (and
consumers and workers are primarily driven towards charitable companies because they antici-
pate positive treatment from them). If push mechanisms are operative, however, it might be valu-
able to help consumers and workers to broadcast the charitable companies they patronize and
work for so that they can benefit reputationally from these affiliations.

Moreover, when push mechanisms are operative, it may be helpful to facilitate public consensus
(i.e., common knowledge) about who has a good reputation, to give people confidence that others
will reward their cooperation with 'good' actors. For example, to encourage consumers to patron-
ize charitable companies, we might help to align views about who is 'charitable' (e.g., by publicly
ranking the charitable records of companies or by encouraging public discussion of such records
on social media). When pull mechanisms are operative, it may be fruitful to encourage versions of
desired behaviors that will seem to be credible indicators of virtue, evenwhen paired with an imper-
fect moral track record (to avoid accusations of false signaling or hypocrisy). To this end, we might
nudge companies to make charitable donations that are costly, efficacious, and paired with ac-
knowledgments of any relevant moral shortcomings in the company's history [88].
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Outstanding questions
When evaluators are pulled versus
pushed to cooperate with 'good'
actors, what mediating inferences
(e.g., attributions of traits such as au-
thenticity or loyalty) guide their deci-
sions? A complete investigation might
look beyond inferences directly related
to an actor's cooperativeness. For ex-
ample, if an actor seems to be compe-
tent, do evaluators infer that he can
easily provide benefits, pulling them to
cooperate? Alternatively, does high
status or charisma imply good stand-
ing, pushing evaluators to cooperate?

Evaluators reinforce positive reputations
not merely by cooperating with 'good'
actors but also by punishing 'bad'
actors. Might the pull versus push
framework shed light on punishment?
Indeed, norms for punishment can push
evaluators to punish, and evaluators
might be pulled towards punishing when
they can benefit directly from deterring
future transgressions. How might these
distinct punishment incentives shape
psychology and behavior?

Both pull and push mechanisms are
clearly important – but we know little
about their relative prevalence and
power, or about how often they operate
independently versus co-occur. How fre-
quently are reputational phenomena
driven by pull mechanisms, push mecha-
nisms, or both mechanisms? And do the
mechanisms often 'spill over' to shape
behavior, even when the underlying
incentives are absent?

When push and pull mechanisms co-
occur, do they interact and reinforce
each other? For example, pull mecha-
nisms incentivize actors to signal cooper-
ativeness; could this be achieved by
signaling a proclivity, supported by push
mechanisms, to follow cooperative
norms (e.g., by signaling that one has in-
ternalized such norms)? Alternatively,
might norms against deception push
people to punish 'false signalers' –

bolstering the stability of pull mechanisms
by helping to keep signals honest?

Howmight the expressions or importance
of pull and push mechanisms vary across
individuals (e.g., as a function of
personality), cultures (e.g., tight vs loose,
individualist vs collectivist), or development
(e.g., do children become sensitive to one
mechanism before the other)?
Importantly, these insights also apply to reputation-based interventions aimed at discouraging
undesired behavior. For example, imagine an intervention that makes corporate pollution more
observable so as to heighten its reputational costs. If normative pressures push consumers
and workers to avoid high-pollution companies, we might also make the decisions of these eval-
uators more observable (to heighten the reputation costs of affiliating with high-pollution compa-
nies). Alternatively, imagine that we wish to disrupt an undesired norm that is actually unpopular
(e.g., heavy college drinking). If norms push students to enforce the norm by rewarding heavy
drinkers, we might aim to facilitate public consensus that the norm is disliked (so that heavy
drinkers will stop having positive public reputations) – for example, by broadcasting statistics
about attitudes towards drinking, and encouraging public discussion of these statistics [100].

Concluding remarks
Humans care deeply about reputations, as illustrated by two stylized facts. First, actors engage in
reputation-enhancing actions so as to be seen positively by evaluators. Second, evaluators rein-
force positive reputations by behavingmore cooperatively towards 'good' actors than 'bad' actors.
The first fact is readily explained by the second, so the key to understanding reputation systems is
to uncover the incentives of evaluators.

This article has contrasted two fundamentally different incentives that evaluators may face.
First, evaluators may be pulled towards good actors (and away from bad actors) so as to ben-
efit directly from the cooperative conduct of good actors. Second, evaluators may be pushed
to cooperate with good actors (but not bad actors) by normative pressure. Pull versus push
mechanisms have distinct game-theoretic underpinnings (i.e., they rely on different incentive
and interaction structures), and therefore may operate in different contexts and give rise to di-
vergent patterns of psychology and behavior, with implications for reputation-based interven-
tions. By highlighting these differences, summarized in Table 1, the pull versus push
framework aims to help bridge the gap between our understanding of reputation in theory
and practice.

The framework also suggests several directions for future inquiry (see Outstanding questions) to
further this agenda. In particular, scholars might investigate how pull and push mechanisms work
together to shape psychology and behavior. Although reputation theorists have historically
modeled these mechanisms independently, and this article has contrasted them, they are not
mutually exclusive – raising the question of how pull and push mechanisms influence and rein-
force each other. For instance, might actors advertise their cooperativeness (under pull-based
reputation) by broadcasting their push-based incentives to adhere to cooperative norms [101]
(e.g., by signaling that they have internalized such norms)? Furthermore, although this article
has focused on why evaluators cooperate with good actors, evaluators also reinforce positive
reputations by punishing bad actors, and draw a rich array of inferences about actors that
guide their treatment of them. Future work might investigate these mediating inferences
(and how they differ across mechanisms) and explore the utility of contrasting pull versus
push incentives for punishment.
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